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The 
Free-Flex System 

helps you improve your 
fly casting technique! 

Experience effortless casting!

The unique 
color system helps you 

identify your line on your reel 
with one quick look! 
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# 4 8,6`Med/Fast

Model Trout

# 5 9`Medium

# 5 9`Fast

# 6 9`Med/Fast

# 6 10`Med/Fast

# 7 9`Med/Fast

# 7 9,6`Med/Fast

# 7 10`Medium

# 8 9`Fast

# 8 10`Medium

# 10 9`Fast

Sea Trout Salmon Pike Tropical

4 pieces rods. Price to customer from NOK 7 290,- 
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Our ZENSE fly rods are based on the most 
technologically advanced, progressive 
nano-carbon blanks available. The ultra 
strong ceramic stripping guides match the 
delicate matte blanks. All of the snake guides 
are incredibly lightweight and made from 
pure titanium.

The handle is made of high modular 
carbon-based materials (40%) with extreme 
strength and low weight. 

The Quick-Lock system is 100% CNC-ma-
chined and made out of aluminum 6061 with 
a tolerance of +/- 0.05mm. All aluminum 
parts are corrosion-treated with a Hard 
Anodizing process.
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# 4 8,6`Med/fast

Model Trout

# 5 9`Med/Fast

# 6 9`Fast

# 7 9`Fast

Sea Trout Salmon Pike Tropical

4 pieces rods. Price to customer from NOK 4 590,- 

The FONNA comes in a modern dark blue matt finish. It is perfectly suited for 
customers wanting to enjoy the Free-Flex-Feeling at a slightly lower price than 
our ZENSE model - but are still looking for a high-quality fly rod. 
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NEW



Our FONNA fly rods blanks are based on high quality 40T carbon. 

The Quick-Lock system is 
100% CNC-machined and 
made out of aluminum 6061 
with a tolerance of +/- 
0.05mm. All aluminum parts 
are corrosion-treated with a 
Hard Anodizing process.

The handle is made of high modular carbon-based materials (40%) with 
extreme strength and low weight. 

The FONNA fly rods are equipped with Titanium stripping guides, and hard 
chrome plate snake guides. 
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# 8 9`Med/Fast

Model Trout

# 9 9`Med/Fast

# 10 9`Med/Fast

Sea Trout Salmon Pike Tropical

Based on high quality 40T carbon and tip section 30t carbon. The BEAST fly rods are 
equipped with titanium frame stripping guides with SiC rings, and hard chrome plate 
snake guides.
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The BEAST comes with a transparent matt purple-carbon effect coating. If you point 
your rods upwards you will sense a purple shimmer on your carbon blank. Pointing your 
fly rods down, the shimmer will disappear and the blank will show its carbon color. Pitch 
black wrappings with silver threads round up the unforgettable BEAST design! 

Designed by Mathias Lilleheim



The name speaks for itself. It takes a BEAST to hunt a 
beast. This brand-new fly rod series is first and 
foremost, made to catch toothy aquatic predators like 
pike, zander (pike-perch) and hucho taimen, but we are 
also thinking about big browns and about some of our 
saltwater giants like haddock, coalfish and halibut.  

 Pa
ge
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Designed 
to  turnover 

"big flies"!

The three rods in the BEAST series have been designed 
to master the difficult combination of effectively casting 
huge, heavy and air-resisting flies AND to, equally effec-
tively, fight the predators attacking them. We are talking 
about rods with a Flex Profile of just under 1/2 (just 
under half the rod bends when moderately loaded), with 
smooth bending curves and relatively fast Recovery 
Speeds.  

Get ready for a new experience of predator fly fishing with the perfect combina-
tion of a BEAST fly rod and BEAST and BEAST COMPACT fly lines. Wake up the 
BEAST in you!
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# 9 8,8`Med/Fast

Model Trout Sea Trout Salmon Pike Tropical

ULTIMAT E

The matt pitch black coating with The purple wrappings and silver threads gives this rod 
a classy yet monstrous look! 

Get ready for the ULTIMATE of predator fly fishing with the perfect combination of an ULTIMATE 
BEAST fly rod and BEAST and BEAST COMPACT fly lines. Unleash the ULTIMATE BEAST in you!

NEW

Designed by Mathias Lilleheim

This rod series  used the absolutely best 40T carbon and graphene reinforced resins on 
the market. 

The Ultimate BEAST is equipped with titan color ion plating stainless steel guides and 
titanium frame with ceramic rings stripping guides.

The Ultimate BEAST comes with a poly bag in an aluminum rod tube.



The name speaks for itself. It takes a BEAST to hunt a 
beast. This brand-new fly rod series is first and 
foremost, made to catch toothy aquatic predators like 
pike, zander (pike-perch) and hucho taimen, but we are 
also thinking about big browns and about some of our 
saltwater giants like haddock, coalfish and halibut.  

Pa
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This one-rod series has taken the best qualities of the 
BEAST rods and elevated them to another dimension. 

We have used the absolutely best carbon and resins on 
the market. This GRAPHENE-based # 9 predator hunter 
is faster than its relatives and has a Flex Profile just over 
1/2 (just over half the rod bends when moderately 
loaded). 

UNLEASH 
THE 

IN YOU!



# 3 8`Deep

Model Trout

# 4 8,6`Deep

# 5 9`Deep

Sea Trout Salmon Pike Tropical

4 pieces rods. Price to customer from NOK 8 999,- 

The color is a matt bronze - carbon  effect coating with black wrapping and gold 
threads; giving this rod series the classic and luxury look it deserves.
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NEW

Designed by Mathi as Lilleheim

This graphene rod series  used the absolutely best 40T carbon and graphene reinforced 
resins on the market. 
The DANICA is equipped with titan color ion plating stainless steel guides and titanium 
frame with ceramic rings stripping guides.

The DANICA comes with a poly bag in an aluminum rod tube.



4 pieces rods. Price to customer from NOK 8 999,- 

Pa
ge
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3The designer of this brand-new series has always 

had a preference for deep actioned fly rods with 
smooth and unbroken bending curves. Rods where 
the upper sections must be strong enough to 
balance unmistakable Flex Profiles of 1/1 (most of 
the rod bends when moderately loaded). Rods that, 
during casting strokes, will give you a little extra 
time to reflect on a reality where fly fishing exists. 
Rods that will, if you are willing to “listen”, “speak” 
to you about using just a necessary minimum of 
force to create the smooth accelerations that will 
allow these deep wonders to help you present a fly 
carefully where you want it to land.   

The DANICA series has been designed for dry flies, emergers and small nymphs on thin 
tippets, but, if you treat these rods the way they deserve, you can “serve” even slightly 
heavier flies surprisingly far away from you.

Where 
Presentation is 

the key to 
Success!



Green Velvet 

Model Length

1H Conventional Density

1H Reversed Density

2H Conventional Density

Classes

 Price to customer from NOK 789,- 

HeadType

WF line 10,9m

8,5m

8,5m

11,5m

Shooting 
Head
Shooting 
Head
Shooting 
Head

2H Reversed Density Shooting 
Head 11,5m

30m

8,5m

8,5m

11,5m

11,5m

#3-#10

#6-#8

#7-#8

#9-#10

#9-#10

Densities

Float, Int.

Float, Int., Float/S3

S2/S1, S4/S2, S6/S3

S2/S1, S4/S2, S6/S3

Float/S3

F L Y L I N E S   

Compact 2.0 WF line 8,5m 30m #3-#10 Float, Slow Int., Int.
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BEAST WF line 30m #8-#10

BEAST Compact WF line 9,14m 30m #8-#10 Float, Float/S3, 
Intermediate, S2/S4

NEW

NEW

Balance WF line 13,4m 30m #3-#10 Float, Int.NEW

Float, Intermediate10,60m



Each weight class has it`s own color code, which you find both on your fly rod 
and on the running line / loop of your fly line. Weight #6 is blue - so all class 6 fly 
lines have a blue running line /loop.

Now you just have to learn the belly color of your fly line series and density 
and with one quick look you know which fly line is on your fly reel - never 
search for unreadable print codes on your fly line again!

Pa
ge
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COMPACT 2.0 NEW

Running line  
MD  0,75mm
Floating

Handling zone 
0,85mm  

Belly taper Front taper Belly level Rear taper 

Our COMPACT 2.0 MicroDiameter (MD) fly lines embrace all the benefits of 
our first Compact lines; adding some extra benefits to these popular lines: 

o     NEW - 4 meter handling zone for better fly line durability and balance.
o     NEW - lower tip diameter for better presentation of your fly.
o     NEW - most advanced premium quality coating available.

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating

Line length 30m/98ft
Head length  8,5m/28ft
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De s ign ed  b y Mathias  Lille heim



#3

# 4 

#5

#6

#7

#8

#10

Float
Slow/
INT

Handling-
zone

Running-
line

0,75mm0,85mm

INT

MICRODIAMETER benefits:
o     less friction on the guides. 
o     less water disturbance.
o    more space on your reel.
o    less wind disturbance.

SHORT-BELLY  benefits:

o     fewer back casts.
o    less space needed when casting
       in cramped conditions.
o    high line speed - shooting head 
       feeling.

Taper for 
both overhead and 

spey-casting!  
10gram

Line length 30m/98ft
Head length  8,5m/28ft

L I N E    B E N E F I T S

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,75mm

0,75mm

0,75mm

0,95mm

0,95mm

0,95mm

12gram

14gram

16gram

18gram

22gram

10gram

12gram

14gram

16gram

18gram

22gram

14gram

16gram

18gram

 7gram

Pa
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Perfect for 
coastal fishing and 

fishing in cramped 
conditions! 

Sink-
rate

0,9 1,05 1,2 0,9 0,9



Belly taper Rear taper Front Taper Handling zone 
0,85mm  

GREEN VELVET NEW
Line length 30m/98ft
Head length  10,9m/36ft

Our GREEN VELVET MicroDiameter (MD) fly lines embrace all the benefits of 
our first Grey-Ghost lines; adding some extra benefits to these popular lines: 

o     NEW - 4 meter handling zone for better fly line durability and balance.
o     NEW - lower tip diameter/taper for better presentation of your fly.
o     NEW - best premium quality coating available from 2021.
o    NEW - Lighter belly color for better visibility of your fly line in the air.

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating

Running line  
MD  0,75mm 
Floating
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Running line  
MD  0,75mm 
Floating

Smooth 
presentation of your 

fly also with long 
casts!

#3

# 4 

#5

#6

#7

#8

#10

Float INT

o     less friction on the guides. 
o     less water disturbance.
o    more space on your reel.
o    less wind disturbance.

Handling-
zone

Running-
line

Line length 30m/98ft
Head length  10,9m/36ft

10,9m belly  benefits:
o     long and smooth flights. 
o     tight loops.
o     little water disturbance when
        landing the fly.

10gram

12gram

14gram

16gram

18gram

22gram

 8gram

12gram

14gram

16gram

18gram

22gram

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,95mm

0,95mm

0,95mm

0,75mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,85mm

0,75mm

0,75mm

0,75mm

L I N E    B E N E F I T S

Pa
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MICRODIAMETER benefits:



BEAST Compact NEW
Line length 30m/98ft
Head length  9,14m/30ft
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Designed by 
Mathias  Lille he im

This new series of fly lines has been designed to effectively cast, AND turn over, big, 
heavy and voluminous flies with a minimum of effort. Combining line control with excel-
lent turnover qualities, demands a fine balance between the two, and we think we have 
found that balance. A fine-tuned weight distribution, a short, but not too short, front 
taper and a 4-meter handling zone are among the success ingredients we have chosen 
for these lines. Compact BEAST lines shoot like crazy and if you combine them with the 
new BEAST and ULTIMATE BEAST fly rods, your hunt for blood thirsty predators will 
probably infuse your blood stream with excitingly dangerous levels of pure adrenaline.

100%

Front taper 1,83m Belly level 4,88m Backtaper 2,44m Running line 
17,37m - 0,80mm

Handling zone  
3,96m - 0,80mm

Laser printing code

& Knut Eke lun d



Turn over "big 
flies" like never before!

o     less friction on the guides. 
o     less water disturbance.
o    more space on your reel.
o    less wind disturbance.

L I N E    B E N E F I T S

Pa
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MICRODIAMETER benefits:

Head
Running-
line 

Float INT S2 S3 S4

#8 - 19gram - Float, Float/S3, INT, S2/S4
#9 - 21gram - Float, Float/S3, INT, S2/S4

#10 - 23gram - Float, Float/S3, INT, S2/S4

BEAST Compact
o     Turn over big flies with minimum
          effort 
o     get the line fast out into the
         water again.
o     for fishing from belly boats or when
         wading deep.

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating

Running line 
17,37m - 0,80mm



NEW

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating

Line length 30m/98ft
Head length 10,36m/34ft  
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BEAST 

The CLASSIC BEAST fly lines have the same basic profiles as the COMPACT BEAST 
lines but distributed over 1,5-meter longer heads that will increase your potential for 
distance and presentation. These lines will be the perfect choice for fishing where you 
don’t need to wade deep, when you’re fishing from standing-up in boats or for those of 
you preferring longer headed lines for targeting pike and other predators, regardless 
of fishing conditions.

100%

Front taper 2,13m Belly level 5,49m Rear taper 2,74m Running line 
16,15m- 0,80mm

Handling zone  
3,96m- 0,90mm

Laser printing code

Designed by 
Mathias  Lille he im

& Knut Eke lund



L I N E    B E N E F I T S

Pa
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Head
Running-
line 

Float INT

#8 - 19gram - Float, INT
#9 - 21gram - Float,  INT

#10 - 23gram - Float,  INT

We are talking excellent line control, increased distance poten-
tial and fantastic turnover capabilities and lines that will 
seriously lower the odds of you catching one of the 
sharp-toothed predators you’re hunting for.

o     less friction on the guides. 
o     less water disturbance.
o    more space on your reel.
o    less wind disturbance.

MICRODIAMETER benefits: BEAST 
o     Turn over big flies with minimum
          effort 
o     Great distance and presentation!
o     For fishing from boats or from land.

Running line 
16,15m- 0,80mm



BALANCENEW

Line length 30m/100ft
Head length  13,4m/44ft

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating
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100%

Front taper 2,74m Belly level 7,01m Rear taper 3,66m Running line - 0,80mm

Standard Long Belly lines has traditionally been “labeled” as lines only for very experi-
enced fly fishers, but we just wouldn’t accept that conclusion, 

SO WE DESIGNED A COMPLETELY NEW SERIES OF LONG-HEADED WF-FLYLINES 
THAT SIMPLY DEFIES OLD PREJUDICES AND MYTHS. The weight distribution is so 
BALANCED, that it feels like these lines just defy gravity. The distance potential is 
extreme, and the turnover capabilities are almost “frightening”. 

Designed by 
Mathias  Lille he im

& Knut Ekelun d



Long casts 
and smooth presenta-

tion almost effortless!

13,4m belly  benefits:
o     long and smooth flights. 
o     tight loops.
o     little water disturbance when
        landing the fly.
o     Perfectly balanced!

# 4 

#5

#6

#7

Float INT Running-
line

12gram

14gram

16gram

18gram

16gram

18gram

0,80mm

0,80mm

0,80mm

0,80mm

L I N E    B E N E F I T S

Pa
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This brand-new LONG BALANCE fly line series has been 
designed for all of you that prefer fishing lakes, wider 
rivers or coastal salt water for sea trout and sea bass. 
Not only can you reach unbelievable distances, but you 
will also dramatically increase your ability to accurately 
present your flies, at all distances.



1H - Shooting Head 

Based on the popular tapering of our WF Compact lines these shooting heads  
are designed for fast rod load and good presentation at the same time.

o   With a delayed turnover our shooting
      heads ensure smooth and long flights.

o   VIPER shooting heads cast equally well
      overhead and spey.

For still or 
slow moving 

water

Head length  8,5m/28ft

Conventional density

Belly taper Front taper Belly level Rear taper 

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating

# 6

# 7 

# 8

Float Interm LoopFloat/S3

14,5gram

17 gram

18,5gram

14,5gram

17 gram

18,5gram

14,5gram

17 gram

18,5gram
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# 9

# 10 

Float/S3 Loop

2H - Shooting Head 
Head length  11,5m/38ft

Conventional density

Based on the popular tapering of our WF Compact lines these shooting heads  
are designed for fast rod load and good presentation at the same time.

For still or 
slow moving 

waterBelly taper Front taper Belly level Rear taper 

With a delayed turnover our 2H shooting       
heads ensure smooth and long flights.

Strong braided core  I  Micro Loops  I  Tough bonding of the coating

38 gram

42 gram

Pa
ge
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WATER PRESSURE TAKES INN
When the line is taken by the current, the lower density 
tip will be pulled down to level the higher density rear 
end. The result is better control over your fishing depth.  

LETTING THE FLY LINE SINK 

Our Reversed Density (RD) shooting heads have the higher 
density at the back and the lower density on the tip of the 
shooting head. After casting the rear end will sink faster 
draging the tip end down.

With this concept, sink-line fishing is made a lot easier. These dual density 
lines have a Reverse Density compared to conventional shooting heads. Pick-
ing up your fly line and spey-casting in running water will be much easier.

1H - Shooting Head 
Head length  8,5m/28ft

Reversed density

For fast moving water # 7

# 8 

S2/Int S4/S2 LoopS6/S3

17 gram

18,5gram

17 gram

18,5gram

17 gram

18,5gram
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When the line is taken by the current, the lower density 
tip will be pulled down to level the higher density rear 
end. The result is better control over your fishing depth.  

PICKING UP YOU FLY LINE
The Reversed Density allows for easier Pick-Up of your 
fly line from running water. As only the lower density 
stays in the water under Pick-Up you don`t have to fight 
against your line being far below the water surface. 

RD-Sink6

Sink6

RD-Sink3

Sink3

Conventional Density 

Reversed Density sinking line

When Spey-Casting you will have the advantage of 
setting the anchor with the lower density tip, 

2H - Shooting Head 
Head length  11,5m/38ft

Reversed density

For fast moving water

Pa
ge
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# 9

# 10 

S2/Int S4/S2 LoopS6/S3

38 gram

42 gram

38 gram

42 gram

38 gram

42 gram

With this concept, sink-line fishing is made a lot easier. These dual density 
lines have a Reverse Density compared to conventional shooting heads. Pick-
ing up your fly line and spey-casting in running water will be much easier.



TIPPET Material 
Monofile

When you just need a little more 
performance from your tippet!!

This tippet material is created using an 
advanced copolymer nylon formulation to 
make it extra strong while remaining clear 
and consistent:

o   Great braking strength.
o   Extraordinary abrasion resistance.
o   Smooth presentation and turnover.
o   Interlocking spools.
o   Easy lift tangle-free band 
o   Line secure slide back

50 meter spool

Page 30

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

0,13mm

0,15mm

0,18mm

0,20mm

0,23mm

0,25mm

0,28mm

0,30mm

0,41mm

6X

5X

4X

3X

2X

1X

0X

00X

04X

1,45  kg

5,60  kg

1,94  kg

2,90  kg

3,63  kg

4,69  kg

6,75  kg

7,86  kg

11,3 kg

LengthStrength Diameter

M
O
N
O
F
I
L
A
M
E
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Fluorocarbon 

When you just need a little more 
performance from your tippet!!

This tippet material is manufactured from 
100% Japanese high quality Fluorocarbon. 
Excellent strength while remaining clear 
and consistent for extra invisibility! Super 
dense for fast sinking speed.:

o   Great braking strength.
o   Extraordinary abrasion resistance.
o   Smooth presentation and turnover.
o   Interlocking spools.
o   Easy lift tangle-free band 
o   Line secure slide back

50 meter spool
TIPPET Material 

Pa
ge
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50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

50meter

0,115mm

0,156mm

0,172mm

0,190mm

0,226mm

0,249mm

0,290mm

0,343mm

0,409mm

7X

5X

4X

3X

2X

1X

00X

01X

04X

1,1  kg

4,60  kg

1,70  kg

2,30  kg

2,80  kg

3,80  kg

6,00  kg

7,80  kg

10,8 kg

LengthStrength Diameter

F
L
U
O
R
O
C
A
R
B
O
N 



All products are inspected and packed at ArcticSilver to ensure the products meet our 
high quality control standards! 

TAPERED Leader 
Monofile

9ft - 2 pack
When you just need a little more 

performance from your leader!!

o   Great braking strength
o   Extraordinary abrasion resistance
o   Smooth presentation and turnover
o   Dedicated to our 1% for the planet
      projects.
o   Packaged in 100% recycled paper
      bag with opening slide in the back.

Our KNOTLESS leaders are created 
using an advanced co-polymer nylon 
formulation to make them extra 
strong while remaining clear and 
consistent:

0,430mm 9ft0,127mm1,2  kg

Butt

0,690mm

0,530mm

0,530mm

0,530mm

0,560mm

0,640mm

0,680mm

0,690mm

0,800mm

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

0,152mm

0,178mm

0,203mm

0,254mm

0,279mm

0,330mm

0,356mm

0,400mm

0,430mm05X

1,7 kg

6,8  kg

2,2 kg

2,7 kg

4,1  kg

4,8  kg

7,7  kg

10  kg

12 kg

LengthStrength Tipp

02X

01X

04X

0X

1X

6X

5X

3X

4X

M
O
N
O
F
I
L
A
M
E
N
T
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When you just need a little more 

performance from your leader!!

o   Great braking strength
o   Extraordinary abrasion resistance
o   Smooth presentation and turnover
o   Dedicated to our 1% for the planet
      projects.
o   Packaged in 100% recycled paper
      bag with opening slide in the back.

Pa
ge
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3TAPERED Leader 

Fluorocarbon
9ft & 12ft - 2 pack

When you just need a little more 

performance from your leader!!

o   Great braking strength

o   Extraordinary abrasion resistance

o   Smooth presentation and turnover

o   Dedicated to our 1% for the planet

      projects.

o   Packaged in 100% recycled paper
      bag with opening slide in the back.

Our KNOTLESS leaders are manufactured 
from 100% Japanese high quality Fluorocar-
bon. Excellent strength while remaining 
clear and consistent for extra invisibility! 
Super dense for fast sinking speed.: 

0,52mm 9ft0,23mm3,4  kg

Butt

0,62mm

0,52mm

0,53mm

0,55mm

0,60mm

0,62mm

0,62mm

0,52mm

0,65mm

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

9ft

12ft

12ft

12ft

0,26mm

0,28mm

0,33mm

0,36mm

0,40mm

0,43mm

0,26mm

0,29mm

0,41mm04X

4,1 kg

12  kg

4,8 kg

6,8 kg

7,7  kg

10  kg

4,5  kg

5,3  kg

8 kg

LengthStrength Tipp

1X

05X

00X

04X

02X

2X

1X

01X

0X

F
L
O
U
R
O
C
A
R
B
O
N

0,49mm 9ft0,21mm2,7  kg3X

0,48mm 9ft0,18mm2,2  kg4X

0,48mm 9ft0,15mm1,7  kg5X

0,46mm 9ft0,13mm1,2  kg6X
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ArcticSilver Hoddie

ArcticSilver T-Shirts
Sizes M-XXL   I   100% Organic Cotton   I   Produced in Portugal

Sizes S-XXL

100% Organic Cotton

Produced in Portugal

ASI Blue Sea

ASI "Blue"*

ASI Classic

ASI "Split"ASI "More"
ASI Base *a
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Our quality displays will 
draw customers attention 
and bring them into your 
store.   The unique look 
and feel will make them 
curious about new 
products and help to 
drive additional sales.

Attractive displays 
drive more sales!



The 
Free-Flex System 

helps you improve your 
fly casting technique! Experi-

ence effortless casting!
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P A G E  1 5
The unique 

color system helps you 
identify your line on your reel 
with one quick look! 



The "damping" effect!

How does the Free-Flex System 
improve your fly casting technique?

When good fly casters stop their fly casting strokes to create effective loops, 
these stops are neither sudden nor abrupt. They continue moving – through the 
stop – to “dampen” the inevitable oscillations of their fly rod as these oscilla-
tions lead to waves in the line, affecting the loop negatively. 

The “Free-Flex-System” with its deep flex is inherently dampening and will 
therefore assist you in your struggles to dampen your fly rod. It will automati-
cally help you towards better fly casting. 

Your loops will become more effective than ever before!

You will automatically improve your fly casting technique.
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Fly casting is “filled with” crucial transitions. Lifting the line off the water, 
changing the direction of the line between back- and forward casting strokes 
and going from a spey-casting D-loop cast to the forward stroke.

To time and “capture” these transitions effectively, good fly casters use a 
careful and controlled “false starts”. Just before the line has turned over after 
a back-cast, they will “false start” their forward stroke in a careful and 
controlled way to “smoothen” this transition and to gain contact between a 
straight line and a slightly bent rod as early as possible. They can SENSE the 
fly rod flexing, sense the “heaviness” gradually materializing when the rod 
bends towards the weight and direction of the line going the opposite way.  

Because the Free-Flex-System let`s you literally feel the flex of your fly rod 
in your hand, you are able to sense all of this earlier and better than if you are 
casting a traditional cork fly rod.

The "smooth-transition" effect!

The unique 
color system helps you 

identify your line on your reel 
with one quick look! 
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Far too many fly fishers are using  too strong of a grip on the handle. A lot of 
beginners are unknowingly trying to “kill” their fly rods, but even experi-
enced fly-fishers tend to grip harder than necessary. 

Too strong grips will inhibit your ability to use your fly rod effectively, often 
resulting in negative drifting (“creeping”), that will reduce the potential 
pathways of the tip of your fly rod. Shorter pathways mean that you must 
increase force to cast the same distance and too much force will lower the 
chances of good presentations. 

The combination of the “Free-Flex-System” and the shape of the handle, will 
gradually help you relax your grip and contribute to a fly casting style where 
you use less force to cast longer and more precise. Win, win win!

The "looser grip" effect!

You will intuitive relax when fly casting. 
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The slightly increased weight of the Free-Flex handle, moves the balance of 
the fly rod towards its butt end. 

Producing fly-rods that weigh next to nothing, using gradually higher 
grades of carbon, is a goal many brands aim for. 

We do the same, BUT we let our handle add weight to the butt end of the rod!  
Here the weight is located in the right place and balances our fly rods 
perfectly. The tip of the rod will feel lighter, both when casting and especial-
ly when fishing. You need less force to hold the rod when stripping your line  
or when letting the current drift your line down the river.   

The "balance" effect!

Fish all day without affecting your shoulder and spine.
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The blank of a Free-Flex fly rod is attached to the handle just under your hand. 

Any time you fight a fish, the energy from the fish frantically trying to get 
away from you, will be transferred through the blank, directly into the palm 
of your hand.  This really will put a smile on you face!  WhooHoo!

The "Whoohoo" effect!
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This is why fishing the Free-Flex System 
is so much more fun!



Even without significant data from scientific experiments, we believe that the 
deep flex of the  “Free-Flex-System” will help you hook a higher percentage of 
the fish attacking your flies AND help you loose less of them. 

Especially when you have to use thin and delicate tippets to make suspicious 
fish take. 

If you fish an ArcticSilver fly rod you are probably aware of all the benefits the 
Free-Flex System  provides you with! You know your stuff!

AND you are not afraid of "sticking out" in a crowd. Welcome to the ArcticSil-
ver family of "cool kids"!  

The "loose less fish" effect!

The "cool kid" effect!
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The “Free-Flex-System” will help you relax when fly casting and 
fly fishing. There is an intuitive and ergonomic quality to our 
deep flexing rods that will guide you through the critical phases 
of fly casting strokes and gradually steer you towards more 
effortless styles that will put less strain on your body. 

How about fishing all day for a week or two, WITHOUT any stiff-
ness or pain in your arms, shoulders, or spine? No guarantee, of 
course, BUT from the feedback of our customers we experience 
that the negative effects of continuous fly casting are drasti-
cally reduced with a Free-Flex fly rod. 
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Summing up the 
"Free-Flex" Effects!



Thank you for supporting innovation!

ArcticSilver Innovation AS
www.arcticsilver.no 

ArcticSilver USA Ltd.
www.arcticsilverusa.com 
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"Free-Flex" Effects!

8 years development  I  2 international Patents

7 years at market  I  10 Countries   I   35 Dealers


